In this paper, we compute the relativistic corrections to the fragmentation functions (FFs) of a heavy quark to B c and B * c within the framework of non-relativistic QCD (NRQCD) factorization.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of main fields for precision examination of the perturbative Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD) is the study of the hadron production with the momentum p (p 2 = m 2 H ) at the large transverse momentum p T where p 2 T >> m 2 H . At the leading power of 1/p T , the fragmentation mechanism may be dominant so that the differential cross-section can be factorized as (for reviews, see [1] [2] [3] [4] )
where parton-level differential cross-section dσ A+B→f (pc)+X contains the short-distance dynamics, and D f →H (z; µ) is the so-called single parton fragmentation function (FF) of the hadron H from parton f parametrizing the universal hadronization effects [5, 6] . Generally, the fragmentation functions are non-perturbative, but their renormalization scaledependences are perturbatively calculable, and can be described by the famous DokshitzerGribov-Lipatov-Altarelli-Parisi (DGLAP) equations which also govern the renormalization group (RG) running of the parton distribution functions (PDFs)
where P f ←f (z, α s (µ)) are the celebrated Altarelli-Parisi splitting functions [7, 8] .
For the FFs of quarkonia, which are different from the FFs for the light mesons which rely completely on the dynamics in the non-perturbative regime of QCD, one believes that they can be further factorized into the products of the perturbatively calculable parts and non-perturbative behavior of the wave-functions of quarkonia at origin, due to the nature of quarkonium as a non-relativistic bound state of heavy quark and anti-quark. The standard theoretical tool to deal with the heavy quark bound state system is the NRQCD factorization [9] , in which all information of hadronization of quarkonium are encoded in the NRQCD matrix elements. In the literature [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] , various single-parton FFs quarkonia have been calculated. Recently, some of such fragmentations for quarkonia have been calculated to the higher order of α s and v analytically or numerically [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] by implementing the state-of-art multi-loop calculation techniques.
The B c mesons are unique mesons which consist of two different flavor heavy quarks.
Their production at high energy collision is a hot topic of perturbative QCD since 1990s [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] . Among these works, a lot of efforts have been paid on the FFs of B c mesons, and most of calculations were done within the framework of NRQCD factorization similar to corresponding calculations for quarkonia. It is worth noting that the first NLO calculation of the FF for a heavy-quark to B ( * ) c meson, which is quite non-trivial, has been carried out in [38] .
In this paper, we compute the relativistic corrections to the FFs of a heavy-quark to B c and B * c at the leading order of α s . These corrections are as equally important as the NLO QCD radiative corrections due to the NRQCD power counting rule. Similar results had appeared in the appendix of [15] as a by-product of calculation of FFs for quarkonia. The new things in this paper, that distinguish from results of [15] , are: 1) we consider a different scheme to calculate the relativistic corrections to S-wave heavy-quark bound system, in which the mass of B ( * ) c meson appears as an overall factor different from the scheme adopted in [15] that the binding energy is treated as a part of non-relativistic corrections; 2) we consider the contribution from the color-octet NRQCD operators; 3) we calculate the FF for a heavy quark to the transversely polarized B * c ; 4) we further investigate the DGLAP evolution effects.
The paper is organized in the following way. We first present the definition of the FFs for b quark to B ( * ) c following Collins and Soper, and the desired NRQCD factorization formula in Sect.II. In Sect.III, we illustrate the matching procedure, present the explicit expressions for the short-distance distributions, and compare them with those in literature. In Sect.IV, we present the non-singlet and singlet DGLAP evolution of the obtained FFs. Finally, we summarize in Sect.V.
II. FRAGMENTATION FUNCTION AND ITS NRQCD FACOTRIZATION
In this section, we briefly review the definition of the fragmentation function which was given by Collins and Soper [5, 6] , and present the NRQCD factorization formula for meson. In the context, one should not confuse these two. We also introduce two light-like vectors n µ andn µ such that n 2 =n 2 = 0 andn · n = 1. Any 4-vector a µ can be decomposed
c meson is defined in the way given by Collins and Soper in [5, 6] ,
where b(x) is the b quark field in QCD, and the Wilson line along a light-like path is defined as can be regarded as a non-relativistic bound-state of b and anti-c quark, the contribution around the heavy-quark mass may be further factorized. Therefore, up to
, we may have the factorization formula within the NRQCD factorization framework,
where the mass scale M ≡ m b + m c is introduced to balance the mass dimensions so that the perturbatively calculable short-distance distributions d(z, µ) are dimensionless, and matrix-elements of the singlet and octet NRQCD operators are defined as By using the vacuum saturation approximation, at the leading order of α s , the matrix elements O 1 can be related to the radial wave function of S-wave B c meson at the origin
However, there is no similar simple relation for the matrix-elements O 8 .
III. COMPUTATION OF THE FRAGMENTATION FUNCTIONS
A. Matching procedure
In the practical computation of the short-distance distributions d(z, µ), we replace the
with a color-singlet quark pair [bc(
or a color-octet quark pair [bc(
where a, b are color indices, T F = 1/2 is the Dynkin index of SU(3) group in the fundamental representation. And we set the momenta as
where k µ andk µ are the residual momenta of b-quark andc-quark, respectively.
At leading order of α s , we have
with
where q 2 = m 2 c . Schematically, it has the similar NRQCD factorization formula as in (5) by just replacing the B ( * ) c state by corresponding bc pair state.
In the light-cone gauge,
where we have used various equations of motion to simplify the spin structures. We also checked the expression of this matrix-element in the covariant gauge, which is the same as the above expression in the light-cone gauge as it should be.
Since the FF is defined in a Lorenz invariant way, we can do the calculation in any reference frame. For convenience, we choose the rest frame of the bc pair, in which we have v µ = (1, 0) and
Generally, one applies the replacements
to project out the spin-singlet and spin-triplet parts, respectively. Here ε µ denotes the polarization vector for the spin-triplet quark pair, and the energies E b = m
. This leads to the corresponding matrix-elements of NRQCD operators at leading order of α s ,
It is worth noting that we calculate the FF for B * c by using the replacement rules for the summation of polarization vectors
for the unpolarized case, and
for the transversely polarized case. We will invoke a superscript T for FF and corresponding short-distance distributions of transversely polarized B * c .
Through the matching equations,
we can extract the short-distance distributions straightforwardly.
B. Results of short distance distributions
At the lowest order of v, At the order of v 2 , we get 
and 
For transversely polarized fragmentation function for B * c , we have the short-distance distributions as
In [30] , the authors attribute
(z) to be a kind of fragmentation probability. It is quite interesting to investigate that the ratios among such fragmentation probabilities of b to B c , unpolarized B * c and transversely polarized B * c , such as
One can see that such ratios in the limit r → 0 agree with the rough estimation based on arguments of counting the degrees of freedom on polarizations. Even when O(v 2 ) corrections are taken into account, the above limit of ratios when r goes to zero still hold.
The fragmentation functions Dc →B ( * ) c can be easily obtained by replacing r to 1 − r in the above results. Namely, one has
which is just a consequence of a kind of charge charge-conjugation [30] .
C. Comparisons and discussions
As mentioned in Sect.I, in [15] , the relativistic corrections to the FF have been calculated. Neglecting the color-octet contribution, and taking into account the Gremm-Kapustin relation [43] , that is for B
where
we can derive the same results as in [15] .
We note that in many phenomenological applications of NRQCD factorization, the matrix-element P H is treated as a free parameter which is usually not bounded by the Gremm-Kapustin relation. In this sense, it is inconsistent with attributing the binding energy as part of relativistic corrections, which is equivalent to apply the Gremm-Kapustin relation, in the matching procedure. Our scheme to calculate the relativistic corrections by taking out the meson mass as an overall factor is more relevant and consistent in phenomenological applications.
IV. EVOLUTION OF FRAGMENTATION FUNCTION
In this section, we solve the DGLAP evolution equations numerically by using the 4-th order classical Runge-Kutta method. We consider both the non-singlet and singlet evolution.
We neglect the contributions from the color-octet operators.
The singlet DGLAP equations read as
where the Altarali-Parisi kernels P f ←f (z/z , α s (µ)) are
where C A = N c and β 0 = 11C A /3 − 4T F n f /3. The non-singlet DGLAP equation can be obtained from the singlet case by neglecting the off-diagonal Altarali-Parisi kernels.
Here the sliding scale µ is rather as factorization scale than renormalization scale since eventually the such scale dependence of fragmentation functions will be canceled by the corresponding factorization scale dependence in the parton-level cross-sections or partial decay widths after convolution. Of course, the fragmentation function of heavy-quark to B c will be also renormalization scale dependent. However, such dependence should be canceled by the β-function dependent terms (mainly from virtual vertex corrections and self-energy corrections) in the higher order radiative corrections to these fragmentation functions, which is not the main concern of this work.
We take the strong coupling α s (m Z m Bc = 6.275 GeV [44] . And we also take the Schrödinger wave function at origin for B ( * ) c from the potential model in [45] , which is |R S (0)| 2 = 1.642 GeV 3 . This implies that We use the Gremm-Kapustin relation and heavy-quark spin symmetry to get the values for • all three FFs at z = 0 tend to diverge due to the singlet DGLAP evolution;
• the value of Dc →Bc is almost one order of magnitude smaller than D b→Bc , which is understandable since it is harder to get a heavier quark from parton fragmentation;
• at µ = 50.0 GeV and 125.0 GeV, the values of D g→Bc are comparable with Dc →Bc , which implies that the contribution from gluon fragmentation is needed for more ac-curate theoretical prediction on B c production at large transverse momentum region.
V. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
In this paper, we calculate relativistic corrections to the FFs for a heavy quark to B c and unpolarized and transversely polarized B * c within the framework of NRQCD factorization at the leading order of α s . We show that by adopting the Gremm-Kapustin relation, we can reproduce the results in the literature, however we argue that our scheme to count the relativistic corrections is more consistent in the phenomenological applications.
We show the O(v 2 ) corrections is around 15 − 20% as we expect, which is as important as the NLO radiative corrections in [38] . We also show the DGLAP evolution is equally important for phenomenological application. The singlet DGLAP evolution can drastically change the behavior of the FFs of a heavy quark to B ( * )
c at the small z region. Furthermore, the singlet DGLAP evolution implies that the FFs of gluon to B c , especially in the production at hadron collider at the large transverse momentum region. Therefore, this FF deserves the further investigation beyond the level of DGLAP evolution.
When the transverse momentum goes down, the so-called double parton fragmentation mechanism becomes more and more important to increase the theoretical predictive power [17] . The color-singlet double parton fragmentation function is closely related to the lightcone distribution amplitude (LCDA) which appears mostly in the exclusive production.
The LCDAs of B c meson have been studied up to NLO in both α s and v-expansion in [46, 47] . However, the color-octet double fragmentation functions for B ( * ) c are still missing, and valuable to be carried out.
